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IHWO Team

Peter Hayes
Chairperson

peter.hayes@ihworld.com

Ask me about… IHWO strategy and governance, management 
advice and all things IH

Emma Hoyle
Managing Director

emma.hoyle@ihworld.com

Ask me about… IHWO strategy, operations and all things IH

Beccy Wigglesworth
Director Member Services and Client Experience

beccy.wigglesworth@ihworld.com

Ask me about… IH inspections, Customer Experience, 
promoting CELTA on IH Teach English, IHWO’s Environmental 
Sustainability Scheme, info for new members

hugely popular general
English coursebook with

clear communicative
learning outcomes and

mediation activities

TRIED AND TESTED
with improved listening
skills and pronunciation

development, and
interactive exam practice

A NEW CLASSIC

to appeal to today's
discerning teens. Real life

communication,,
authentic videos,

collaborative projects,
and social and emotional

skills development.

INNOVATIVE AND
SOPHISTICATED

contact me for more info:
jo.krousso@macmillaneducation.com

mailto:monica.green%40ihworld.com?subject=
mailto:emma.hoyle@ihworld.com
mailto:beccy.wigglesworth@ihworld.com
https://www.languagecert.org/en/partners/register-your-interest
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IHWO Team

Katja Preston
Assessment & Training Coordinator

katja.preston@ihworld.com

Ask me about… IHWO Assessment Unit, IH OTTI enrolment, 
and running IHWO Teacher Training courses

Marta Robles Villarino
Senior Membership Services and Marketing Executive

marta.roblesvillarino@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Events, recruitment, member services and  
IH Teach English

Imogen Key
Digital Marketing Executive

imogen.key@ihworld.com

Ask me about… digital content, IH website logins, mailing lists 
and social media

Karolina Meena
Financial Controller

karolina.meena@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Payments, affiliation fees and 
IHWO accounts

Shaun Wilden
 IH Online Teacher Training Institute Manager

shaun.wilden@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Teacher Training, IH OTTI courses, 
AMT conference

Lucie Cotterill
IH Director of Studies Coordinator

ihwodoscoordinator@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Academic management

Hannah Youell
Marketing and Administration Executive

Hannah.Youell@ihworld.com 

Ask me about... Study Abroad and EDI

mailto:katja.preston@ihworld.com
mailto:marta.roblesvillarino@ihworld.com
mailto:shaun.wilden@ihworld.com
mailto:ihwodoscoordinator@ihworld.com
mailto:karolina.meena@ihworld.com
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IHWO Team

Estelle Hélouin
IH Languages Coordinator

ihlanguages@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Support for French teachers and advisors  
for other languages, modern languages Google site

Xana de Nagy
YL Coordinator

IHWOYLAdvisor@ihworld.com

Ask me about… Young learners and teenagers, the new 
IH online course for YL and teens

IHWO Language Advisors
Arabic: Wessam Sayed
IHWOArabicAdvisor@ihworld.com

French: Estelle Hélouin 
ihlanguages@ihworld.com

German: Anette Igel
IHWOGermanAdvisor@ihworld.com 

Italian: Chiara Passantino 
IHWOItalianAdvisor@ihworld.com 

Russian: Andriy Ruzhynskiy 
IHWORussianAdvisor@ihworld.com 

Spanish: David Martínez  
Barraza 
IHWOSpanishAdvisor@ihworld.com 

Become a Trinity Registered Exam Centre to provide Trinity’s GESE at your institution.

Contact your local representative, or visit trinitycollege.com/GESE to learn more.

GESE

Trinity’s Graded Examinations in Spoken 
English (GESE) are regulated, one-to-one oral 
assessments of speaking and listening skills 
with a Trinity examiner.

Preparation for GESE exams focuses on the 

development of authentic communicative skills and on 

building the confidence to use English in real life.

12 Grades available — from CEFR level pre-A1 to C2

Students can talk about their own interests

Ideal for short, intensive or part-time courses

Full Schemes of Work for teachers (Grades 4—12)

A new exam option?

Graded Examinations
in Spoken English

mailto:ihlanguages@ihworld.com
mailto:IHWOYLAdvisor@ihworld.com
mailto:IHWOArabicAdvisor@ihworld.com
mailto:ihlanguages@ihworld.com
mailto:IHWOGermanAdvisor@ihworld.com
mailto:IHWOItalianAdvisor@ihworld.com
mailto:IHWORussianAdvisor@ihworld.com
mailto:IHWOSpanishAdvisor@ihworld.com
https://www.trinitycollege.com/qualifications/english-language/GESE?utm_campaign=UKI%20%2F%20Language%20-%20IH%20Events%2022-23&utm_source=ih-amt-conference&utm_medium=cpc&utm_term=ih-members-12-01-2023&utm_content=gese-digital-programme-ad 
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9.00 Registration 

9.30 StarPower: A Simulation Game About Power, Leadership and Diversity  
Led by Lindsay Clandfield

StarPower is a real time, face-to-face, non-computer-based simulation game of 
an organization or system in which leaders are given unlimited powers to make 
and change the rules of the simulation. First created in 1969, it has been used in 
classrooms, business boardrooms and workshops around the world. This is a unique 
experience which will make participants really reflect on the nature of power and 
systems. It’s highly communicative and once you’ve experienced it, you will have 
a better understanding of your own use of power in the workplace. It is also a great 
activity to eventually do with learners.

Lindsay Clandfield is an award-winning writer, teacher, teacher trainer and 
international speaker in the field of English language teaching. He has written 
more than 15 coursebooks and is the main author of the new young adult course 
Studio (Helbling Languages). His other courses include Global and Straightforward 
(Macmillan). Lindsay has co-written various methodology books for teachers, most 
recently being Interaction Online (CUP) and Live Online Teaching (Pavilion) which 
he co-wrote with Jill Hadfield. Lindsay is also the creative force behind various web 
projects including the popular blog Six Things, the e-publishing collective The Round 
and the sci-fi/adventure materials website Extreme Language Teaching. He co-hosts 
the well-known podcast The TEFL Commute. You can find out more about him at his 
website www.lindsayclandfield.com.

Thursday 12th January

EMPOWER YOUR TEACHING...

Download now: oxelt.gl/expert

Get expert advice and practical resources on the 
key issues shaping language education today. 
Our position papers offer the latest guidance 
on themes such as:

 Professional Development
 Global Skills
 Assessment for Learning
 Pronunciation Teaching

And more…

https://global.oup.com/?cc=gb
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12.30 Lunch break and meet the sponsors

13.45 Conference opening & IHWO update  
Emma Hoyle & Shaun Wilden followed by:

OTTI 
Katja Preston, IHWO

14.30 IH World Foundation and Environmental Sustainability  
Beccy Wigglesworth, IHWO

In 2023, we want to encourage and support IH schools to make a difference in their 
local communities by starting environmental projects with their students. If we can 
all do something it will benefit your students, your school, the IH network, and the 
world. And what’s even better, the IH World Foundation will be helping with some 
funding to get these projects started.

Thursday 12th January

ONE exam, THREE delivery options (Onsite, Online, SELT)
Ofqual regulated, level-based exams for all 6 CEFR levels (A1-C2)
Recognised by HEIs and organisations in 90+ countries & accepted by UKVI 
Results in up to 3 working days

Flexible and reliable English language testing 
with LanguageCert International ESOL qualifications 

Partner
with us!

LanguageCert

Approved
UK Visas andImmigration

https://www.languagecert.org/en
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15.05 Opening Plenary – Global Trends in Education 
Sarah Ultsch, Product Strategy Director, OUP 

What trends in education do we see happening outside of the English language 
teaching sector, out of our traditional radar range? How could these trends 
influence, inspire or impact on our businesses?

Practices that are routine in one industry could be ground breaking or disruptive 
when they migrate to our industry. One of the fastest ways for us to make sense 
of these challenges is to survey off-radar or unrelated sectors for ideas that could 
augment our businesses or help us navigate market disruption. 

In this keynote talk, we’re going to have a whistle-stop look at trends in global 
education and consider how they have moved on since the pandemic. We will 
look at learning analytics, micro and mobile learning, AI, VR and immersive 
technologies, and raise questions around the implications of these off-radar forces 
on our everyday work and practice.

For the last 20 years, Sarah has been developing global teams and transforming 
commercial strategies in the research and education sectors, most recently as part 
of the Senior Leadership Team at Oxford University Press (OUP). Sarah is currently 
Product Strategy Director in the ELT Division, having previously been Global Marketing 
Director.

An enthusiast for all things education and technology, and previously a senior adviser 
for education start-ups on disruptive growth, Sarah has been a frontrunner in leading 
OUP’s move from a print-based business to a digital and data-driven organisation. She 
has helped the Press develop and launch multiple global learning platforms including 
Oxford Scholarship Online and the OED.  

A recent graduate from the University of Oxford, Sarah was presented with the Dean’s 
Award for Outstanding Academic Achievement and Hertford College book prize. 
Sarah is a mentor for the 30% Club and supporter of charitable organisations that 
teach women and girls to code. 

16.00 Coffee break and meet the sponsors  

16.30 What’s New at Trinity? 
Alison Castle Kane, Head of Business Development, UK & Ireland – Language, 
Trinity College London

16.45 The IH World EDI Initiative 
Emma Hoyle, Hannah Youell & Giovanni Licata, IHWO

What can we to do to ensure a better representation of staff and students? How 
can we better create an environment that allows staff and students alike to excel 
in their education and career? How can our schools be more representative of our 
communities?

With the creation of the new EDI Working Group, we look at ways we can encourage 
conversations and raise awareness about EDI at all levels of the organisation – to 
help us learn and move forwards to a more inclusive culture.

17.30 70 Ideas for 70 Years

19.00 Drinks at Omeara (6 O’Meara Street, London Bridge SE1 1TE) 

Thursday 12th January
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MAIN HALL ROOM 201

9.00 Old Tricks From a New Dog 
Daniel Coleman, IH Buenos Aires 
Belgrano

Some of the (basic) essentials of 
different aspects of making the 
transition to DOS from ‘just’ teacher or 
ADOS and making a decent job of it that 
fellow new DOSes, and even more so 
the older and more experienced ones, 
may find useful or have long forgotten. 

It Takes Two to Tango
Milena Montalbano & Marco Marzoli,  
IH Merate & Como

Language learners often struggle to 
interact fluidly in a conversation. Our intent 
in this workshop is to look at different 
practical ways to develop speaking 
subskills to keep the conversation alive, 
ask for clarifications, take turns, interrupt, 
respond naturally and appropriately, both 
verbally and non-verbally. The first part 
of the session will focus on notions about 
speaking skills and subskills through 
examples and case studies. During the 
second part of the workshop we will work 
in groups to put into practice some ideas 
to learn how to keep the conversation 
going and make speaking lessons more 
interesting and engaging.

9.40 HTW: Hairless Twig With Wrinkles 
(and other labels we are forced to 
carry) 
Giovanni Licata, IH Roma Manzoni

Research has shown how labelling 
learners of all age groups and contexts 
can prevent the free flow of learning 
from happening. Educators are 
often aware of the risks of labelling 
personality types but are we aware 
of the dangers inherent in labelling 
behaviours? During the session we 
will reflect on learner and trainee-
teacher identity and on the hidden 
consequences of labelling our audience 
and ourselves in the classroom. Come 
prepared to unveil and override the 
hidden labels (and biases) we all share.

How Do You Feel Today?  
Jennifer Hillhouse, IH Bucharest

This seemingly innocuous question has 
the potential to send a lesson in so many 
different directions, some of which can 
be quite difficult for a teacher to manage. 
We want our younger learners to be 
comfortable sharing how they feel, but 
as teachers we need to be able to handle 
whatever they come out with. In this 
session, we will look at some different ways 
to support and train teachers to navigate 
such challenging discussions with younger 
learners.

10.15 Coffee break and meet the sponsors 

Friday 13th January
Sessions are 30 minutes with five mins for Q&A plus five mins for changeover
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MAIN HALL ROOM 201

10.45 Harnessing Hormones – The Role of 
Women’s Health in Our Schools
Jennifer Holden, IH Palermo Language 
Centre

This session explores the role of 
women’s health in our schools, 
investigating how raising awareness of 
the menstrual cycle and menopause 
can become a powerful tool for all 
leaders, both male and female. We will 
look at practical ways to move towards 
a more open dialogue surrounding 
women’s health to enhance belonging 
and performance in our learning 
communities.

Virtual Reality for Language Learners 
– Past, Present and Future
Teodora Manole, IH Bucharest

Until now, most of the VR materials that 
have been developed to aid language 
learners have been designed primarily 
for self-study. By contrast, the objective 
of our Erasmus funded VR4LL project 
has been to develop task-based materials 
that can be used in a classroom, by 
a group of students working and 
communicating together. This talk will 
outline how our VR4LL materials work 
and how IH schools can access them. 
This will bring us up to date with current 
technology. As for the future, as you may 
have heard, the Metaverse could change 
all our lives.

11.25 Getting Off on the Right Foot
Caroline Fonseca, IH Torres Vedras and 
Lisbon

A lot has changed in our schools over 
the last few years and the content of 
orientation days is no exception. In this 
session we will explore the mainstays of 
induction and consider the changes we 
need to make to welcome and integrate 
both experienced and inexperienced 
teachers, some of whom may have 
never taught face-to-face before. 

Student-Focused Practice for Newer 
Teachers 
Marie Pepper, IH Manchester

There is an enormous cognitive 
demand on newly-qualified teachers 
as they deal with the need to develop 
automaticity in lesson delivery whilst 
simultaneously teaching the students 
in front of them reactively, personably 
and empathetically. This talk will offer 
practical solutions for overcoming this 
challenge, and suggest ways in which 
academic managers can guide newer 
teachers towards a more student-
focused approach to their lessons.

12.00 Lunch break and meet the sponsors

Friday 13th January
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MAIN HALL ROOM 201

13.30 Turning Mirrors into Windows 
– a Practical Exploration of 
Metacognition 
Diana England, IH Torres Vedras and
Lisbon 

This session explores how we can help 
teachers embrace some principles 
of metacognition and help develop 
learner autonomy and agency. We’ll 
consider some processes, strategies 
and activities that can be applied in 
both teaching and training contexts.

Take Their Brains to Another 
Dimension 
Marie Willoughby, IH London 

Are you a DOS, academic manager or 
trainer who feels they spend most of 
their time firefighting? Do the pressures 
of your job sometimes get in the way 
of developing your teachers? (The fun 
bit!). With the best will in the world, 
we can’t do it all and a bit of help here 
and there can ease the burden. Here’s 
one option: At IH London, we’ve been 
creating the Teacher Portal. Come to this 
session to see how the Portal can help 
your teachers develop, access a global 
staffroom and ultimately benefit your 
organisation.

14.10 Not Just Talking: Exploring Critical 
Incidents in Class
Richard Chinn, IH London

Most would agree that reflection 
is key to teacher development and 
there are many ways of reflecting 
on practice. One effective way to 
stimulate reflection is to discuss 
important moments that happen 
in class with colleagues. This talk 
draws on how teachers at IH London 
created a community of practice by 
using dialogic reflection activities. 
Participants will leave the session 
with ideas to stimulate professional 
development for the teachers they 
work with. 

Why I Love Observations... I Mean  
Class Visits
Estelle Hélouin, IHWO

Would I be right in saying this is not 
something you often hear from teachers 
or DOSs? Would you believe me if I said 
it myself or told you I have heard it from 
teachers? Yes! I am on a mission again! 
This time I want to convince you (if you 
are not already) that we can take the 
pain out of observations, class visits, 
learning walks or however you call them 
in your school and get teachers not only 
to engage with the process but to ask to 
be observed. Aiming too high? Come and 
find out!

14.45 Coffee break and meet the sponsors

Friday 13th January
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15.15 LanguageCert for Academic Purposes
Doug Agyemang, Business Development Manager UK and NE, LanguageCert

15.30 Putting Out Fun Fires and Raining on Parades 
Danny Norrington-Davies, IH London

On training courses we often encourage teachers to share their beliefs. But what do 
tutors do when we know our feedback or input is going to challenge those beliefs. In 
this session I will share how we incorporated discussions about beliefs into input, 
post-lesson feedback and planning workshops to explore and evaluate how they are 
enacted while also acknowledging previous experience, training, and established 
teaching identity. I will also explore how the ideas and findings from the talk relate to 
working with in-service teachers.

16.10 Whoo-oo-oo Do You Think You Are?  
Chloé Pakeman-Schiavone, Jenny Holden & Giovanni Licata

Whilst we are all part of IH, all of our schools are unique. This is also true within our 
organisations: we have a school identity, but our teachers are individuals. In this 
session we will take a fun and ‘crafty’ look at the IH mission statement and brand 
identity and identify what that means to our LTO. As we go through we will be 
physically building our brand identity for a final fabulous fashion parade which we 
leave everyone in no doubt of who we are and who IH is.

Friday 13th January

Digital lessons based on authentic, 
global news video and articles

Resources and activities all graded 
at five levels, A2 C1

New, five level resources added 
three times every week

Schools Edition  tailored for schools and 
Teacher’s Edition  for freelance teachers

Digital activities recycle content 
and develop subskills

Teacher Zone tools help you 
manage the learning process 

Taking learning 
to the next level

sensationsenglish.comGraded, authentic, global resources for ELT
2021 WINNER — ELTons Commendations for Equality, Diversity & Inclusion, and Environmental Sustainability & Climate Action

To discuss how your school can benefit from using Sensations English, email teaching@sensationsenglish.com 

Schools Edition
Teacher’s Edition

https://sensationsenglish.com/schools
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MAIN HALL ROOM 303

9.00 Modern Language Meetup The Inspection Scheme Q&A
 

Saturday 14th January

10.00 Learning From a Future That Has Not Yet Happened
Adrian Underhill

How can we learn from a future that has not yet happened, and formulate strategy in 
the face of disruption and irreducible uncertainty? 

We imagine the future in terms of the past. This is hard to escape. But nature, 
evolution, biology, the global economy, even human culture and politics, don’t work 
like that. Instead there are periods of apparently little change, then sudden leaps 
with unexpected landings. Change happens by disruption. Systems thinking us 
to see this, and that all the problems we confront are interconnected. There are no 
isolated solutions.
    
We will explore two action frames: Scenario Planning, and Purpose beyond Profit.

I’m an ex-director of International House Hastings, a past President of IATEFL and 
series editor of Macmillan Books for Teachers. Between 2001 and 2010 I worked as a 
facilitator on Leaders UK, a Cabinet Office initiative to develop connected up leadership 
across government and the ministries. In 2022 I completed my eight-year term as 
trustee of International House London, and chair of the Social Value Committee.

11.00 Coffee break and meet the sponsors

11.30 Why Your Questions Should be Sh*te 
Lucie Cotterill 

Gone are the days when leaders and trainers had to have all the right answers. Now, 
they need to ask the right questions, modelling curiosity, to promote and maximise 
development of themselves and their team members/trainees. Participants 
will leave this talk with a range of questions to ask at key points in a teacher’s 
employment to enhance performance.

I’m a teacher, trainer, and academic manager based in South Italy, where I work as 
Director of Innovation at IH British School Reggio Calabria. In addition to that, I have 
a part-time role at IH World as the Director of Studies Community Coordinator and 
I’m also a tutor on the IH OTTI short courses leading to the IH Diploma in Academic 
Management. I am a member of the IATEFL Inclusive Practices and SEN SIG 
Committee, acting as the Social Media Coordinator, and I have also written materials 
for primary and secondary courses. I spend my free time being easily led into 
procrastination, solving puzzles, and watching stand-up comedy.

12.40 What Macmillan Can Do for YOU!  
Jo Krousso, UK & Ireland ELT Sales Consultant, Macmillan Education

12.50 Lunch break and meet the sponsors
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14.00 Building our Understanding of ‘Good Teachers’: What School Leaders and 
Teacher Educators Can Learn From Teacher Expertise Research 
Dr Jason Anderson  

As teacher educators and school leaders, our understandings of teacher and 
teaching quality are central to our ability to work effectively. Yet, for many of us, 
these understandings remain implicit or intuitive, informing our practice from 
below the surface of consciousness, or drawing upon assumptions and personal 
theories that lack empirical support. In this interactive talk, I will argue that 
it is essential that we regularly examine these implicit theories, evaluate and 
compare them critically to research evidence. I will argue that teacher expertise 
research offers one of the most ecologically valid means for conceptualising and 
investigating embodied teacher quality, and present some of the key findings of my 
recent research, including from the largest systematic review of teacher expertise 
studies ever conducted in education. We will then cross-reference these findings 
critically, both with our personal theories of effective practice, and other sources of 
evidence, to draw conclusions that will hopefully be of use to teacher training and 
development, staff recruitment and evaluation within IH institutions. 

Dr Jason Anderson is a multiple-award-winning teacher educator, author and 
researcher with experience working in education systems around the world for the 
British Council, UNICEF, Trinity College London and national ministries of education. 
He is currently based at the University of Warwick, where he researches and writes 
on a range of topics, including language teaching methodology, multilingual policy 
and practice, teacher expertise and teacher reflection. He is author of nine books, 
numerous research papers, and is the series editor of Delta Publishing’s Ideas in 
Action range.

15.00 Coffee break and meet the sponsors

15.30 Creative Tools for PPP: Planning, Positivity and Potential
Emily Bryson 

If you’re looking for innovative, engaging and collaborative ways to engage your 
team or trainees, this session is for you. This practical workshop will explore the use 
of graphic facilitation tools such as visual templates, capture sheets, metaphors 
and hand-drawn icons. It will provide an opportunity for participants to trial and 
create unique tools for team building, curriculum planning, interactive meetings 
and feedback. The templates used within the session can be adapted for a range of 
purposes, including leadership, training and classroom teaching. They are simple to 
recreate and are guaranteed to help you stand out from the crowd.  

Emily Bryson is an author, teacher educator, graphic facilitator, visual recorder and 
ESOL lecturer. She has written various print and digital materials, including National 
Geographic Learning’s Voices series, 50 Ways to Teach Life Skills and A-Z of ESOL.  
Her passion is sharing the magic of graphic facilitation with ELT professionals. Her 
online courses in Graphic Facilitation for have been described as ‘the nicest corner of 
the internet’. Check out her free e-book, lesson plans, videos and podcasts at  
www.EmilyBrysonELT.com. Follow her on social: @EmilyBrysonELT.  

Saturday 14th January
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16.40 Scaffolding Meaningful Uptake and Output for Learners Through Accessible, 
Inclusive News-based Content 
Adam Scott, ELT Specialist, Sensations English

Meaningful, topical learning content provides students with authentic support for 
language and skills development, while news-based resources connect learners’ 
concerns and lived experience with their language study. However, challenges 
constructing safe classroom environments for developing learners’ voices can 
lead teachers to avoid issue-based content. Materials presenting global issues 
through inclusive, intersectional language and person-centred contexts offer secure 
foundations for mindful teachers to make ‘taboos’ safe opportunities for reflective 
learning. We’ll consider how inclusive learning resources, spaces, and teacher 
support combine to value learners’ lives and voices and reflect the diversity beyond 
and often within classrooms, with examples from Sensations English.

Adam’s wide-ranging interests include teacher development, language development, 
identity and inclusion, and a career-long focus on advancing phonology practice. He’s 
passionate about developing inclusive, high-quality, evidence-based approaches and 
learning materials.

17.35 Conference closing   

19.30 Drinks and dinner on the Golden Hinde (St Mary Overie Dock, Cathedral St, 
London SE1 9DE)

Saturday 14th January

Our English teaching qualifications are
recognised around the world as the

international quality standard.

They are all mapped to the Cambridge
English Teaching Framework.

 We have qualifications and courses for new
and experienced teachers alike.

Discover Cambridge English
Teaching qualifications

https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/teaching-english/teaching-qualifications/?utm_source=Google&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=amtconference2023_teachingqualifications&utm_content=pdf
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2023: Celebrating 70 years

Here are some of our plans for this year of celebrations focusing on 
innovation, evolution, community and diversity:

• Relaunch of the IH Journal

• IHWO Podcast

• ‘What IH means to you’ videos

• Online webinars

Follow our social media for more updates.

Our resource of recordings

In the IHWO website Members’ Area, we have built up a bank of interesting resources from 
our range of online events and conferences. This includes:

• IH Young Learner Assessment – Online Seminars – 2018 and 2019

• IH Teachers Online Conference

• IH Online Modern Language Conference

• IH Wellbeing Season 

• IH Innovation Conference

We also have a range of presentations to view from our events:

• IH AMT Conference 2018-2022

• IH Young Learner Conference 2018-2022

• IH Directors’ Conference 2018-2022

Log into our Members’ Area and go to ‘Events and Conferences’ to view this collection of 
recordings and presentations. Alternatively, visit the link below:

ihworld.com/member-dashboard/events-and-conferences

@IHWorld

/internationalhouselanguages

@ihworld

company/international-house-world-organisation

/ihlanguages

https://ihworld.com/login/
https://ihworld.com/member-dashboard/events-and-conferences
https://twitter.com/IHWorld
https://www.facebook.com/internationalhouselanguages
https://www.instagram.com/ihworld/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1353249/admin/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ihlanguages
https://instagram.com/ihworld
https://twitter.com/IHWorld
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1353249/admin/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ihlanguages
https://www.facebook.com/internationalhouselanguages/
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Upcoming OTTI course dates

The IH Online Teacher Training Institute (OTTI) is the teacher training wing of International 
House World Organisation. We provide online professional development courses for language 
teachers around the world. 

There are courses for every stage of a teacher’s career, from soon after your initial pre-service 
qualification, to Delta level and management courses.

Find all course details, dates and application forms on https://ihworld.com/teach/ih-
online-teacher-training

Course Dates

IH DipAM Young Learner Centre Management 14 Jan-25 Feb

IH Introduction to Teaching CLIL 4 Feb-4 March
29 July-26 Aug 

IH Certificate in Teaching Very Young Learners 04 Feb-15 April 

IH Certificate in Advanced Methodology 04 Feb-20 May 

IH Certificate in Teaching Business English 11 Feb-20 May

IH Director of Studies Course 11 Feb-15 April

IH Teacher Trainer Certificate 11 Feb-6 May

IH How to Teach IELTS Bundles 18th Feb-1st July
25th March-5th Aug

IH Teaching One-to-One 18 Feb-18 Mar
29 April-27 May  

IH Online Course in Teaching  
Young Learners and Teenagers

25 Feb-15 April 
29 April-17 June

IH DipAM Managing Change 11 March-22 April

IH Certificate in Online Tutoring 18 March-29 April

IH DipAM Observation & Feedback 6 May-17 June

Full details available on the website

https://ihworld.com/teach/ih-online-teacher-training
https://ihworld.com/teach/ih-online-teacher-training
https://ihworld.com/teach/ih-online-teacher-training/


Connect with International House

ihworld.com

Thank you to our Partner:

Thank you to our Gold Sponsors:

Thank you to our Bronze Sponsors:

@IHWorld

/internationalhouselanguages

@ihworld

company/international-house-world-organisation

/ihlanguages

https://ihworld.com
http://ihworld.com
https://twitter.com/IHWorld
https://www.facebook.com/internationalhouselanguages
https://www.instagram.com/ihworld/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1353249/admin/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ihlanguages
https://instagram.com/ihworld
https://twitter.com/IHWorld
https://www.linkedin.com/company/1353249/admin/
https://www.youtube.com/user/ihlanguages
https://www.facebook.com/internationalhouselanguages/



